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Sewage Pollution Moor End and Metcalfe’s field 
I have been in contact with Yorkshire Water regarding these problems and walked the ground with 
one of their engineers. It is now established that there is a pumping station in the newer part of 
the Gowans as well as the gravity system in the older part. It is admitted that there is rainwater 
getting into the foul system which contributes to the Carr Lane pollution and hence that in Moor 
End.  
The surface water runoff pipe from the Gowans was not shown on the information held by 
Yorkshire Water and I had to show it to the engineer. They are viewing this as a second pollution 
site (see text below of an email received from them recently). The approach that they propose is 
entirely reasonable and I feel that we should await their report and see where we go from there. 
———————————————————————————————————————— 
 
Good afternoon Mr Shearman 
 
Thank you for meeting with Dean White on Friday 20 October 2017. Dean has provided me with a 
summary following his visit.  
 
The foul system and manholes and a private Sewage Pumping Station (SPS) alongside our own SPS 
discharge into several manholes. When it rains they all discharge and cause a sewage escape onto 
the road. This then runs into the highway gullies and into the surface water system and into some 
downstream ponds.  
 
There is some surface water getting into the foul sewer which is why it overflows when it rains. 
We have looked into the escapes previously, cleaned up and made several improvements to our 
chambers. The owners of the manor house redevelopment have also improved a manhole and 
again this should help to reduce sewage escapes.  
 
We believe we have minimised the risk of an escape and pollution. We will continue to monitor 
and if there are any further escapes, we will look at the possibility of a storage solution or at the 
possibility of removing the surface water.  
 
For the second pollution, which you discussed with Dean, we'll do the following: 
 

ท Check if there is a misconnection into the surface water sewer from the sewers or 

properties nearby 

ท Lift lids to visually check for signs of issues 

ท Carry out camera surveys on our network 

ท Test the surface water for evidence of foul sewage/debris   

ท We will also check the outfall. 

 
Dean has arranged for the above to be done. And I will get back to you with a further update no 
later than 30 November 2017. If you would like to speak with me, please call 01274 318411. My 
usual working hours are between 8am and 4pm, Monday to Friday. 
 
Kind regards 
Robert Storey, Customer Care Manager 


